Letter of Invitation
Dear Sir or Madam
It is a great pleasure to announce the 3rd annual Mannheim Model United
Universität Mannheim
Model United Nations Mannheim e.V.
68131 Mannheim
mun_mannheim@yahoo.de
mun.uni-mannheim.de
Bankinstitut: Sparkasse Rhein Neckar Nord
Konto-Nr.: 38959794
BLZ: 670 505 05

Nations Conference (MaMUN) to take place from the 23rd to the 25th of March
2012 in Mannheim. We herewith invite you to take part in this conference held
at one of Germany‘s most redeemed Universities.
Three years ago, MUN Mannheim was a group of eight friends that were
enthralled by the Model United Nations spirit. Now, it has grow into one of the
largest initiatives at the university and our members travel all over the globe to
participate in other conferences. Wanting to share these experiences with fellow
students, the MaMUN was born. At first this was just for students studying at
the University of Mannheim but this year we have decided to bring together
students from all over the world.
Under the slogan ”Stimulating Future Progress“ MaMUN 2012 will host five
committees, which will be discussing a wide variety of topics. It will be the task
of the participants to address these issues and derive possible approaches how
the world community could react to these.
Your participation will be invaluable to the conference and we will try everything,
to make this a wonderful experience for you. For more information you can visit
our website (mun.uni-mannheim.de) or check out our Facebook page (MaMUN
2012). You can also just register under mamun.orga@yahoo.de. Also, feel free
to pass on this letter to anyone who might be interested.
Registration will close on the 9th of March and we will accompany you
throughout your preparation and during your stay in Mannheim. Don‘t hesitate
to contact us if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Felix Richter

Florian Hagenbeck

Secretary General

Conference Manager

